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We discuss new theoretical results on the decay of deformed and near�spherical nuclei�
We interpret the latest experimental results on deformed odd�A proton emitters� including
�ne structure� and discuss the use of particle�vibration coupling to calculate the decay rates
of near�spherical emitters�

x�� Introduction

Ground�state proton radioactivity is a phenomenon associated with nuclides ly�
ing beyond the proton drip line� and the study of this process provides nuclear
structure information on nuclides very far from the line of beta stability ��� The
experimentally measured quantities are the proton decay energies and decay rates�
Current models of proton radioactivity start with the assumption that the parent
nucleus can be described as a single proton interacting with a core nucleus via a
single�particle potential� This potential includes Coulomb� nuclear� and spin�orbit
terms� Instead of treating the problem as a time�dependent one� a static solution
of the Schr�odinger equation is sought� but with outgoing Coulomb wave boundary
conditions� This produces a solution with the correct properties at in�nite distance�
At the present time� decay rate calculations for deformed and near�spherical emit�
ters are treated separately� due to the fact that deformed emitters are more easily
treated in the body��xed system� while near�spherical emitters can be handled in
the laboratory system�

x�� Deformed Proton Emitters

Much progress in calculating the decay rates of deformed proton emitters has
been achieved in recent years� Using the coupled channels approach� a number
of studies have been performed� both in the adiabatic limit����� and in the non�
adiabatic case ��� ��� In general� better agreement with experiment is achieved using
the adiabatic limit ��� This is due to the presence of Coriolis coupling in the non�
adiabatic case� which has a large e�ect on the decay rates of the high�spin proton
emitters� Coriolis coupling is expected to be reduced to a more reasonable level when
the e�ects of pairing are taken into account� but so far this has not been done in a
consistent fashion�
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The picture we consider here is that of a deformed odd�A nucleus� consisting of
a proton strongly coupled to a re	ection� and axially�symmetric even�even core� As
a result� the total angular momentum j of the proton is no longer a good quantum
number� and only the parity and K� the projection of j on the symmetry axis�
are good quantum numbers� We proceed by using deformed Coulomb and nuclear
potentials� and expanding the wavefunction in spherical components in the intrinsic
system
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where the sum is over j � jKj� with �xed parity� We then insert ����� into the
Schr�odinger equation H�K�r�  E�K�r�� After projecting this equation with the
spin�angular part of the wavefunction j�jKi we obtain a set of coupled di�erential
equations for the radial wavefunctions ��j�r�
�
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Next we make a multipole expansion of the total deformed interaction� Vdef �r��
consisting of Coulomb� nuclear� and spin�orbit potentials
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where �� is the angle with respect to the symmetry axis� Only even values of �
appear in the summation because of the re	ection� and axial symmetry�

The �real� resonance solutions to the coupled equations ����� are obtained by
matching each ��j�r� to the irregular Coulomb function G��kR�� In ref� �� this is done
at a relatively small distance from the nucleus� �� fm� The distorted wave Green�s
function method �� is used to calculate the decay width� taking into account the
di�erences between intrinsic and laboratory frames� For a given angular momentum
�p carried o� by the proton� the decay width of an odd�A proton emitter with spin
I and projection K �I  K�� where the daughter nucleus with atomic number Z is
left in a state with spin Rd� is given by
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The wavenumber k of the proton is determined from the decay Q�value Qp� atomic
screening correction Esc� and excitation energy Ex of the daughter state� By carrying
out the integration to a radius R  ��� fm� the e�ect of the long�range Coulomb
�eld is taken into account quite accurately�
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Once the decay width has been calculated� it is compared with experiment by
calculating the spectroscopic factor� de�ned as the ratio between experimental and
calculated decay widths� The spectroscopic factor represents the degree of overlap
between the proton plus daughter state with the parent proton emitter� This quantity
is normally less than unity due to pairing� which has not been considered here� It
would tend to reduce the decay width by �������

x�� Fine Structure in Proton Decay

Recently� �ne structure in proton decay has been observed in the deformed
proton emitter �	�Eu 
�� For an odd�A proton emitter in the adiabatic limit� only
the wavefunction component of the parent state with j  K can decay to the ��

ground state of the daughter� However� decay to the �� state can have contributions
from wavefunction components with K � j � K � �� If the ground�state�to�ground
state decay is relatively weak and a large wavefunction component with the same
��value is involved in the decay to the �� state� a signi�cant �� branching ratio can
be obtained� This is the case for the deformed emitter �	�Eu� where a �� branching
ratio of ������ was obtained 
��

Using the formalism described above� we have calculated the decay widths for
the deformed proton emitters �	�Eu�	�

�
�� ���gHo�
�

�

�� and ���mHo���
�
�� as well as

the branching ratios for the decays to the �� states of the daughter nuclei �	�Sm
and ���Dy� respectively� The results are shown in Table I� The calculated branching
ratios are in good agreement with experiment� and pairing may very well account
for the spectroscopic factors� An exception is ���mHo���

�
�� where poor overlap of the

core and the daughter nucleus may be responsible for the small spectroscopic factor�

Table I� Calculated and experimental proton decay widths �in units of �	��� MeV�� The �� widths
�� have been calculated with E��  ��� keV for ���Sm and E��  �	� keV �� for ���Dy� Sexp
is the experimental spectroscopic factor� Pairing is not included�

Nucleus 	� Sexp 	�
��

�������
�	�Eu������ ���� � ����� �����

Experiment 
� �������� ���� �������� �������
���gHo������ ���� � ���� �����

Experiment � �������� ���� � � ����
���mHo������ ����� � ���� �����

Experiment ��� ���������� ���� � �

Experiment � ���������� ���� � � ����

x�� Near�Spherical Proton Emitters

The recent observation of �ne structure in the proton decay of ���Tm ��� means
that the simple spherical approach does not provide a full description of the proton
emission process for near�spherical nuclides� Two proton groups were observed with
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the same half�life of ������ �s� one populating the ground state and the other popu�
lating the �rst �� state of the daughter ���Er at ���� MeV with a branching ratio of
�������� ���� This suggests that ���Tm and other near�spherical proton emitters may
have a time�averaged spherical shape� but their wavefunctions contain other compo�
nents� The even�even daughters of the odd�A proton emitters between ���

�Tm and
�


��Tl have a ratio of excitation energies Ex��

���Ex��
�� lying in the range ��������

characteristic of an anharmonic vibrator� This indicates that the interaction between
the last proton and the core nucleus should include particle�vibration coupling to the
�rst �� state of the daughter nucleus�

x�� Coupled�Channels Approach with Particle�Vibration Coupling

We have used the coupled�channels Green�s function method ��� to calculate
the proton decay rates of both odd�A and odd�odd near�spherical proton emitters
whose even�even core nuclei display vibrational properties� Since we are dealing
with nuclei having �� � Z � ��� the �h����� �d	��� �s���� and higher shell model

orbitals are available for inclusion in the coupled equations� As described in ref� ����
the strength of the vibrational coupling term has been determined from experimental
values for the excitation energy of the �rst �� state in the core� We have not included
calculations for odd�A ������
Ta� whose daughter nuclei �������Hf do not appear to be
vibrational�

As already mentioned� �ne structure has been observed in the decay of ���Tm�
Using particle�vibration coupling� the calculated half�life of ��� �s and �� branching
ratio of ���� are in remarkably good agreement with the experimental values ����
yielding a spectroscopic factor of �������� Fig� ��a� shows the experimental spec�
troscopic factors Sexp for the odd�A proton emitters plotted as a function of p� the
number of pairs of proton holes below Z�� in the daughter nucleus� Excellent
agreement is obtained with the low�seniority shell model calculation of spectroscopic
factors described in Ref� �
�� which is shown as the solid line in Fig� ��a�c�� In con�
trast to previous work �
������ the present value of Sexp for the odd�A d	�� proton

emitter ��
Tmm agrees extremely well with the calculated value� The single�particle
potential parameters used are identical to those used to successfully describe the
decay of the deformed proton emitters �	�Eu and ���Ho ��� This demonstrates for
the �rst time that the same single�particle potential can be used to describe proton
decay of both near�spherical and deformed nuclei�

Fig� ��b� shows the experimental spectroscopic factors calculated in a spherical
picture with no particle�vibration coupling for the same emitters as in Fig� ��a�� The
agreement with the theoretical spectroscopic factors is now spoiled� clearly showing
the important role played by particle�vibration coupling�

For the odd�odd emitters� shown in Fig� ��c�� only the decay width to the
daughter ground state is presented here� The unpaired neutron is considered to
be a spectator in these calculations� and the assumed core nucleus is the even�even
nucleus �Z���A���� Again� we have not included calculations for ���Ta� whose core
nucleus ���Hf does not appear to be vibrational�
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Fig� �� �a� Experimental spectroscopic factors Sexp calculated with particle�vibration coupling for

the odd�A proton emitters� plotted as a function of p� the number of pairs of proton holes below
Z�� possessed by the daughter nucleus� The atomic number of the daughter nucleus Z

D
is also

shown� with Z
D
 �� � �p� �b� Experimental spectroscopic factors for spherical odd�A proton

emitters �no particle�vibration coupling�� �c� Same as �a� except for odd�odd proton emitters�

x�� Summary

Much progress has been made in calculating the decay rates for deformed and
near�spherical proton emitters� The observation of �ne structure in proton decay pro�
vides important clues on the wavefunction composition of proton emitters� Particle�
vibration coupling is necessary to explain the decay rates for near�spherical emitters�
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